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Abstract. This study presents the principles of the new coupling interface based on the SURFEX multi-surface model
and the OASIS3-MCT coupler. As SURFEX can be plugged
into several atmospheric models, it can be used in a wide
range of applications, from global and regional coupled climate systems to high-resolution numerical weather prediction systems or very fine-scale models dedicated to process
studies. The objective of this development is to build and
share a common structure for the atmosphere–surface coupling of all these applications, involving on the one hand atmospheric models and on the other hand ocean, ice, hydrology, and wave models. The numerical and physical principles of SURFEX interface between the different component
models are described, and the different coupled systems in
which the SURFEX OASIS3-MCT-based coupling interface
is already implemented are presented.

1

Introduction

In the late 80s, the first coupled systems assembling atmosphere and ocean models were developed for climate-scale
studies. The interactions between the atmosphere and the
ocean need undeniably to be properly represented when considering the climate system on long timescales. Seasonal
forecasting also called for such coupled models. Indeed, El
Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is one of the main processes that drive the predictability at the seasonal scale and
is in essence a coupled process that cannot be simulated by
an atmospheric model or by an oceanic model alone. In the
last decade, general circulation models (GCMs) have progressively evolved to become Earth system models (ESMs)
by including other components such as sea-ice, carbon cycle, chemistry and continental hydrology. In the meantime,
regional climate system models (RCSMs) coupling atmosphere and ocean limited-area models have been developed.
They have shown their usefulness in increasing the reliability of regional climate information in areas where local
and complex interactions and feedbacks between the different components of the system are important such as in the
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Mediterranean region (MED-CORDEX initiative; Ruti et al.,
2016).
Higher-resolution (< ∼ 5 km resolution) modelling systems generally used for numerical weather prediction (NWP)
and fine-scale process studies are rarely coupled systems,
arguing that the ocean evolves on much slower timescales
than the atmosphere. However, there are some exceptions for
which an immediate response of the ocean to the atmospheric
weather is observed, with short-time, intense and localized
interactions between the two components, as such encountered during extreme weather events (e.g. tropical cyclones,
strong winds and storms at mid-latitudes, heavy precipitation
events). The first ocean–atmosphere high-resolution coupled
systems appeared at the beginning of the 2000s to study
these interactions (e.g. Pullen et al., 2003; Ren et al., 2004;
Loglisci et al., 2004). Nowadays, the development of highresolution, short- to medium-range coupled prediction systems is still challenging, but several groups have undertaken
it, based on coupling methods with different levels of sophistication and targeting a large range of applications depending
on their interests (Brassington et al., 2015; Heinzeller et al.,
2016; Hewitt et al., 2016; Janssen et al., 2013).
From a technical point of view, different approaches can be
followed to implement the coupling between existing model
components. A first approach is fully embedded coupling,
i.e. assembling components into one executable in a hardcoded way, using or not classes and methods from coupling
toolkits such as the Model Coupling Toolkit (MCT, Larson et
al., 2005). One example is the Coupled Ocean-AtmosphereWave-Sediment-Transport system (COAWST, Warner et al.,
2010) that uses directly the MCT library and the Spherical Coordinate Remapping Interpolation Package (SCRIP,
Jones, 1999) to assemble into one executable the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF, Skamarock et al., 2008)
atmospheric model, the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS, Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005) oceanic
model, the Simulating WAves Nearshore (SWAN, Booij et
al., 1999) wave model and the Community Sediment Transport Model (CSTMS, Warner et al., 2008). COAWST was
notably used at high resolutions (up to 3 km for the atmosphere and up to 1 km for the ocean and wave models) over
several places in the Mediterranean region (Renault et al.,
2012; Carniel et al., 2016; Ricchi et al., 2016). These studies highlight that high-resolution coupling improves significantly the simulation results.
As fully embedded hard-coded coupling restricts the modularity of the coupled system and the reuse of its components, many coupled systems are built using instead higherlevel coupling technologies specifically developed for that
purpose. These coupling technologies can be roughly divided
into two categories, both including the ability to exchange
data between components, interpolate data on different grids
and manage the time evolution of the model integration.
In the first category, coupling is achieved via componentlevel interfaces within one integrated application, e.g. the
Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 4207–4227, 2017

Earth System Modeling Framework (ESMF, https://www.
earthsystemcog.org/projects/esmf/, Collins et al., 2005;
Theurich et al., 2016), and requires splitting of the components into initialize, run, and finalize parts. This approach
limits the places where data exchanges can happen, but offers opportunities for performance optimization, as components can be easily run in different layouts on available resources. An example of a coupled system using ESMF is
the Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS® ) developed by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and run in operations by the U.S. Department
of Defense. In that case, an ESMF coupler component receives variables from the ocean model and from the atmospheric model to compute the air–sea exchanges on an intermediate grid, and then sends them back to the two component models. COAMPS also includes nesting capability in
the two components and a coupled data assimilation scheme.
This system was used in particular over the Adriatic Sea and
the Ligurian Sea to evaluate the air–sea interactions during
strong wind events, bora and mistral, with resolutions of up
to 4 km in the atmosphere and 2 km in the ocean (Pullen et
al., 2006, 2007; Small et al., 2011, 2012). A configuration of
COAMPS, named COAMPS-TC, was also specifically designed to improve tropical cyclone forecasts (Doyle et al.,
2014).
The second category of coupling technologies implements
coupling between multiple executables running concurrently.
OASIS3-MCT (Craig et al., 2017) is one widely used representative software of that second category. This approach
requires a minimal amount of modification in existing component codes, but limits the ways they can be run on available
computing resources, which can hinder performance. For example, if the components are sequentially coupled (i.e. one
component cannot do any work while the other is running to
produce its coupling field and vice versa), running concurrently on different sets of resources will lead to some waste
of resources.
This paper presents the development of a standard coupling interface in the SURFEX surface modelling platform
(Masson et al., 2013) based on OASIS3-MCT to couple
atmospheric models with a variety of hydrological, ocean,
wave and sea-ice models. SURFEX is open-source software
that represents the evolution of surface–atmosphere fluxes
considering four surface types (land, town, ocean and inland
waters). As SURFEX is a fully externalized surface model,
it can be used in stand-alone mode, i.e. driven by a prescribed atmospheric state, or embedded in an atmospheric
model. The coupling with atmospheric models is done via
a standard hard-coded coupling interface (Best et al., 2004).
When used with an atmospheric model, SURFEX necessarily operates on the same grid. SURFEX is implemented in
the following atmospheric models: ARPEGE (Courtier et al.,
1991), the Météo-France global model for NWP and climate
(Déqué et al., 1994); ALADIN (Fischer et al., 2005), the
limited-area configuration of ARPEGE initially developed
www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/4207/2017/
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for NWP and now used for regional climate (Spiridonov et
al., 2005; Radu et al., 2008); AROME, the non-hydrostatic
limited-area model in operation at Météo-France (Seity et
al., 2011) and the derived HARMONIE configuration used
by the HIRLAM consortium; and MESONH (Lafore et
al., 1998), a research oriented non-hydrostatic atmospheric
model developed jointly by the Laboratoire d’Aérologie and
CNRM. SURFEX is based on a 1-D modelling approach,
which means that its physical schemes represent only local
vertical processes without any information from the neighbouring grid points, and thus there is no horizontal exchange
between the different grid points. This limits the modelling of
river flows in SURFEX, which is in essence a water transfer
between grid points. Similarly, the ocean can only be represented as a collection of single water columns.
The introduction of a standard OASIS3-MCT coupling interface in SURFEX allows more sophisticated 2-D or 3-D
modelling for representing the evolution of the four surface
types considered, as well as using different grids for the
ocean, ice, wave or hydrological models. A standard coupling interface has been preferred to embedded couplings as
it helps the use of various models for each component depending on the application and fosters interoperability between the models. It allows us also to benefit more easily and
rapidly from modelling advances achieved by each model
community. Developing a standard interface in SURFEX to
couple it with ocean, wave and hydrological models thus
means that SURFEX can be coupled in stand-alone applications, but also that all the atmospheric models listed above
can be coupled.
OASIS3-MCT was chosen as a coupling interface in SURFEX for its flexibility and because OASIS3 was already used
for previous versions of the ARPEGE climate model coupled
to the NEMO ocean model (Voldoire et al., 2013). The new
coupling interface described here benefits from this past experience of using OASIS3 for ocean–atmosphere coupling,
but enlarges its objectives: (i) to ease the use of the coupling
interface for other applications based on SURFEX, (ii) to enable the coupling with SURFEX both in stand-alone mode
and embedded in an atmospheric model, and (iii) to replace
OASIS3 by OASIS3-MCT that offers increased parallelism
better adapted to new computer architectures.
This paper describes the numerical and physical principles
of the standard coupling interface in Sect. 2. Section 3 provides several examples illustrating use cases of the interface,
ranging from climate applications to process oriented studies with mesoscale models. Conclusions and perspectives are
given in Sect. 4.
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2

Principles of the SURFEX-based coupling using
OASIS3-MCT

2.1

SURFEX brief description

A complete description of SURFEX can be found in Masson
et al. (2013). In summary, SURFEX computes the surface
prognostic variables (surface temperature, radiative temperature, roughness length, albedo, emissivity) and fluxes (evaporation and evapotranspiration, sensible and latent heat fluxes,
wind stress) taking into account the evolution of four types of
surfaces: land, water, ocean and town. To do so, the SURFEX
model includes various schemes.
– For the land surface type, the “Interactions between
Soil, Biosphere, and Atmosphere” (ISBA) scheme
(Noilhan and Planton, 1989) is used. Several parameterizations are available in ISBA to represent the evolution of continental natural surfaces including bare soils,
rocks, permanent snow, glaciers, natural vegetation and
agricultural landscapes.
– Fluxes over sea and ocean are obtained with bulk
parameterizations, either direct like Louis (1979)’s
scheme or iterative like the “Exchange Coefficients
from Unified Multicampaign Estimates” (ECUME;
Belamari, 2005; Belamari and Pirani, 2007) or the
“Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment”
(COARE; Fairall et al., 2003) parameterizations.
– Inland water (including lakes and rivers) fluxes are
treated with the Charnock (1955) formulation or with
the FLAKE scheme (Mironov, 2010).
– When it is not considered as rocks, urban (town) surface (including buildings, roads and transportation infrastructures, and gardens) is modelled using the Town
Energy Budget (TEB) scheme (Masson, 2000).
The surface–atmosphere fluxes are then aggregated for each
atmospheric grid cell, according to the fraction of the four
types of surface in the cell. The averaged value (F ) over the
grid cell is thus given by
F = cland Fland + cocean Focean + clake Flake + ctown Ftown

(1)

where Fland , Focean , Flake , Ftown and cnature , cocean , clake , ctown
are the surface–atmosphere fluxes and fraction of each type
within the grid cell for land, ocean, inland water and town,
respectively.
2.2

OASIS3-MCT

OASIS developed by CERFACS since 1991 is now interfaced with MCT (Larson et al., 2005). OASIS3-MCT (Craig
et al., 2017) is a coupling library whose main function is to
exchange and interpolate fields between various codes modelling the different components of a coupled system. Thanks
www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/4207/2017/
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to MCT, all transformations are executed in parallel on the
source or target processes and parallel coupling exchanges
are executed via the Message Passing Interface (MPI) directly between the component models. The OASIS3-MCT
coupling library no longer needs dedicated processes to run,
as was the case for the previous OASIS3 version (Valcke,
2013). With the introduction of MCT, the computing cost of
the coupling is reduced and is now rather negligible compared to the integration time of the component models (see
Sect. 3).
OASIS3-MCT is a flexible tool that allows the user to configure the coupling algorithm and type of interpolations in
a namelist file called “namcouple” without modifying the
source code. For instance, in all the examples presented in
Sect. 3, the coupled components run concurrently and exchange their coupling fields at the end of the coupling time
step. This means that for a given coupling time period, the
atmospheric model sees the surface fields from the former
coupling period and the other models see the fluxes computed by the atmosphere during the former coupling period
too. The models coupled through OASIS3-MCT could also
be run sequentially depending on the namcouple configuration. However, as explained in the introduction, such a configuration would be less efficient in terms of computational
resource use since the different models of the coupled system
run on distinct sets of resources and since one model would
wait while the other is running and vice versa.
Finally, there are several types of interpolation available
in OASIS3-MCT (conservative, bilinear, distance weighted,
etc.) that can be specifically defined for each coupling field
in the namcouple file. For more details on the OASIS3-MCT
possibilities, the reader is referred to the documentation distributed with the code (Valcke et al., 2015).
2.3

Interfacing of the SURFEX surface modelling
platform with OASIS3-MCT

The standard coupling interface with OASIS3-MCT has been
part of the SURFEX open-source code suite since release
v8.0, except for the additional code for exchanges with a
wave model which will soon be available with version v8.1.
Including OASIS3-MCT subroutine calls in SURFEX v8.0
source code (in the subroutines indicated in italics between
parentheses) was done as follows:
1. initialization (sfx_oasis_init) and namelist reading
(sfx_oasis_read_nam);
2. multi-process partition definition and listing of the exchanged fields (sfx_oasis_define);
3. receiving
(sfx_oasis_recv)
and
(sfx_oasis_send) of the coupling fields;

sending

4. finalization (sfx_oasis_end).
Steps 1, 2 and 4, which correspond to preparation and closure
of the coupling, are either called by SURFEX itself when
Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 4207–4227, 2017

SURFEX runs stand-alone or by the atmospheric model
when it integrates SURFEX (because the parallelization information to be sent to OASIS3-MCT is then managed by
the atmospheric model). Receiving and sending actions are
directly called by SURFEX in both modes.
The list of coupling fields is specified by the user in the
SURFEX namelist. There is one Boolean (LOASIS) to activate the coupling and three variables to indicate the coupling time step for each coupled component model (hydrology, ocean and waves). The coupling with one component is
activated when its coupling time step is positive. The field
names have to be specified accordingly in the OASIS3-MCT
namelist, and for each field the user specifies the type of interpolation and the coupling period. Before running the coupled system, the files defining the coupled grids and containing the coupled fields for the initial coupling step (also called
restarts) can be either prepared by the user or automatically
generated using the SURFEX PREP tool (see the OASIS3MCT documentation for more details on these files). The
grids and masks automatically defined may be not suitable
for limited-area coupled model configurations. For instance,
in the case of coupling with an ocean model in limited-area
configurations, the atmospheric and oceanic domains do not
match exactly in general. In practice, atmospheric grids are
always chosen to cover a larger domain than oceanic grids.
OASIS3-MCT interpolates the ocean model SSTs to a domain smaller that the atmospheric effective domain and the
atmospheric model is forced by a user-prescribed SST field
outside the domain corresponding to the ocean model domain. In this case, the user has to define by himself the mask
for receiving the oceanic fields on the atmospheric grid, in
the OASIS3-MCT grid definition files.
At the time of the coupling interface development, some
atmospheric models were using SURFEX versions older than
v8.0; the coupling interface has thus been back-phased in former versions of SURFEX. As this implementation is relatively independent of the physical part of the code, the backphasing was relatively easy, and this puts some confidence
in the maintainability of the OASIS3-MCT interface in the
SURFEX code. The examples of coupled systems presented
in Sect. 3 used either SURFEX v8.0 or former versions of
SURFEX. Progressively, all the atmospheric models interfaced with SURFEX will use the SURFEX v8.0 release or
later ones, meaning that the coupling interface will be available in all the atmospheric models interfaced with SURFEX.
2.4

Flow chart of the coupling exchanges

The complete flow chart of the coupling exchanges between
SURFEX (embedded or not in an atmospheric model –
ATM), an ocean model (OCE) with sea ice (ICE), a wave
model (WAV) and a hydrological model (HYD) is shown in
Fig. 1. The coupling with such components is intended to be
generic and not dependent on the models used for OCE, ICE,
WAV and HYD. This was only verified for OCE, as either the
www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/4207/2017/
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the SURFEX-OASIS coupling interface.
An ocean model (OCE), possibly including a sea-ice model (ICE),
a wave model (WAV) and a hydrological model (HYD), can exchange fields with the SURFEX interface (arrows 1a, 1b, 2a and
3a). Exchanges between OCE and WAV (and HYD) are also possible through OASIS (arrows 2b and 3b). When using an ATM component, SURFEX is embedded in the ATM executable.

NEMO (Madec et al., 2008), SYMPHONIE (Marsaleix et al.,
2008, 2009, 2012) or MARS3D (Lazure and Dumas, 2008)
ocean models are coupled to SURFEX. In this paper, we do
not discuss the hard-coded exchanges between SURFEX and
the ATM component, as they are not done through OASIS3MCT; these are described in detail in Masson et al. (2013).
2.4.1

OCE-ICE-SURFEX

In Eq. (1), the term Focean refers to the exchanges of heat, water and momentum between the atmosphere and the ocean.
These exchanges are expressed as the net solar heat flux
(Qsol ), the non-solar heat flux (Qns ), the freshwater flux
(Fwat ) and the wind stress (τ ). The fluxes at the air–sea interface are computed within SURFEX taking into account
near-surface atmospheric and oceanic parameters, following
a radiative scheme and a bulk parameterization.
(2)

Qsol = (1 − α) SWdown ,
Qns = LWdown

− εσ TS4 − H

− LE ,

Fwat = E − PL − PS ,
τ = ρCD (U s − U a ) ,

(3)
(4)
(5)

where SWdown and LWdown are the incoming short-wave (solar)
and long-wave (infrared) radiative heat fluxes, respectively.
The sensible heat flux (H ), the latent heat flux (LE ) and the
momentum flux (or wind stress) are calculated thanks to a sea
surface turbulent flux bulk parameterization. They depend on
the wind speed and air–sea gradients of temperature, humidity and velocity, respectively. α is albedo, ε is emissivity and
σ is the Stefan–Boltzman constant. Emissivity is a constant
value, usually taken as 0.96 over the ocean. Ocean albedo can
be taken as a constant or can evolve following the Taylor et
www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/4207/2017/
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al. (1996) formulation to account for the solar zenith angle,
the Séférian et al. (2017) multi-spectral band albedo accounting for solar zenith angle and wind speed, or the Salisbury et
al. (2013) formulation.
E is total evaporation (including sublimation), and PL and
PS are liquid and solid precipitation on the surface, respectively (coming directly from the ATM component or from the
atmospheric forcing in forced mode). U a is the wind at the
first atmospheric level, CD the drag coefficient calculated by
the sea surface turbulent flux parameterization and ρ the air
density.
Ts and U s are the ocean surface temperature and horizontal current. They are here the only oceanic parameters needed
to compute the air–sea exchanges, and thus transferred from
OCE to SURFEX. In return, SURFEX transfers the sea surface flux values Qsol , Qns , Fwat and τ to the OCE component
via OASIS3-MCT (Table 1).
Almost the same principles apply for the exchanges in the
presence of sea ice. In this case, SURFEX needs the sea-ice
cover (cice ) from the ocean model and calculates fluxes as
Focean = (1 − cice ) Fo + cice Fice ,

(6)

where Fo is the flux over the open ocean calculated using the
ocean properties and Fice , the sea-ice flux, is calculated using the Charnock (1955) flux formulation. In this case, the
radiative fluxes are calculated using the sea-ice temperature,
albedo and emissivity. Emissivity is taken as constant over
sea ice, whereas albedo and surface temperature are given
by the ocean and sea-ice model. In summary, in the presence
of sea ice, SURFEX needs the sea-ice temperature, albedo
and ice cover in addition to the free ocean parameters usually needed. In return, SURFEX transfers the area-averaged
sea-ice and open ocean momentum, heat and water flux to
the OCE and ICE components, respectively (Table 1). These
mixed fluxes allow us to conserve energy and water in the
coupling. However, SURFEX also calculates and sends pure
sea-ice fluxes to the ICE component. These fluxes will be
used in the ICE component to redistribute the total fluxes
over ice categories and open ocean, in a conservative way. In
the coupled models already developed, the ICE component
is embedded in the OCE model, but technically they could
run separately. The main challenge in running OCE and ICE
separately using OASIS3-MCT is more on how to deal with
energy conservation when sea-ice fraction changes.
Note here that thanks to the tiling approach used in SURFEX, the fluxes sent to OCE are pure ocean fluxes (Focean
in Eq. 1) without any effect from land surface fluxes over
coastal grid points. Accordingly, in the grids’ file provided
automatically by the SURFEX PREP tool, the area corresponding to the ocean flux (A=Aocean ) over coastal grid cells
is calculated as
Aocean = cocean Agridcell

(7)

Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 4207–4227, 2017
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where Agridcell corresponds to the atmospheric grid cell area,
so as to correctly calculate weights for conservative interpolation.
2.4.2

za 
L

2

(8)

where za is the height of the first atmospheric level, K the
von Kàrmàn constant, ψ an empirical stability function, and
L the Monin–Obukhov length. The roughness length z0 is related to the Charnock parameter α and to the friction velocity
u∗ through Charnock’s formulation (1955), with the smooth
flow limit effect following Smith (1988):

z0 = α

ν
u2∗
+ 0.11 ,
g
u∗

(9)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity of dry air and g the gravity
acceleration.
The parameterization of the wave effect into the surface
atmospheric boundary layer remains an open question and
thus two different approaches were implemented in SURFEX
to represent the effect of waves on z0 :
1. as in the ECMWF operational coupled IFS-WAM
(Janssen et al., 2001), the Charnock parameter α is directly computed in WAV as a function of the sea state,
and then transferred to SURFEX and used to compute the roughness length and the drag coefficient using
Eqs. (8) and (9).
2. the wave parameters HS and Tp are computed in WAV,
and then transferred to SURFEX and used to compute
the Charnock parameter using the COARE 3.0 bulk flux
algorithm (Fairall et al., 2003). Two different wavedependent methods are available within COARE 3.0,
making the roughness length dependent on either the
peak period of the waves only (Eq. 10, from Oost et
al., 2002) or on both the peak period and the significant
wave height (Eq. 11, from Taylor and Yelland, 2001).
Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 4207–4227, 2017
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z0 = 1200HS

In the formalism of fluxes between the ocean and the atmosphere presented in the former section, the fluxes do not
necessarily depend on the presence of ocean waves. However, waves modify the sea surface roughness and consequently the drag coefficient CD of Eq. (5). In SURFEX, the
atmosphere momentum flux can vary in function of sea state
through the drag coefficient CD depending on the roughness
length z0 as
K2
 
log zz0a − ψ

cp
u∗

(10)

,


WAV-SURFEX-OCE

CD = 


α = 50

HS
LP

4.5
,

(11)

where cp is the wave-phase velocity and Lp the wave length.
In open ocean conditions, these two quantities can be related
to the peak period using standard deep-water gravity wave
relationships:
LP =

gTP2
gTP
; cP =
.
2π
2π

(12)

The first approach relies on the wave model computation of
the Charnock coefficient that is known to be very sensitive
to the high-frequency tail of the spectrum, which is generally parameterized. The second approach allows us to compare more directly the wave parameter coupling fields with
observations. Both approaches can be used in the SURFEXWAV coupling through the choice of specific parameters in
the SURFEX namelist.
To summarize, SURFEX receives (via OASIS3-MCT)
wave parameters like the significant height (HS ), the wave
peak period (Tp ), and the Charnock parameter (α; Charnock,
1955) from WAV, while it sends to WAV (via OASIS3-MCT)
the atmospheric wind speed (Ua ) as a direct forcing for the
waves.
The exchanges between OCE and WAV components
(Fig. 1 (2b)) are directly managed by OASIS3-MCT and are
thus independent of the SURFEX interface. They are summarized here to fully describe the WAV-SURFEX-OCE coupled
system (see also Table 1) even if it is not directly within the
scope of the present paper. Surface waves induce Stokes drift,
which impacts the oceanic dynamics and the advection of
the tracers. These are provided to the ocean model as surface
Stokes drift (USS) and Stokes transport (TUS; e.g. Breivik et
al., 2014) computed by WAV. The additional pressure associated with waves, namely the wave-induced Bernoulli head
pressure (BHD), is also provided by WAV as well as the
net wave-supported stress (TAW). This last term corrects
the wind stress simulated by the atmospheric model from
the part forcing the wave dynamics. The increase in ocean
mixing due to wave breaking is represented by the wave-toocean turbulent kinetic energy flux (FOC). At the sea surface,
momentum from breaking waves (the wave ocean momentum flux, TWO) is a source of ocean momentum. Likewise,
the dissipation of the waves in the ocean boundary layer increases mixing (the corresponding energy flux due to bottom
friction is FBB) and is also a source of ocean momentum
(represented by the momentum flux due to bottom friction,
TBB). Lastly, the increase in the bottom friction due to the
wave is represented as a function of the current and the root
mean square amplitude of the orbital velocity induced by the
waves (UBR). Finally, the significant wave height (HS ) is
www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/4207/2017/
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Table 1. List of exchanged fields (see flow chart in Fig. 1).
Annotation

SOURCE model to TARGET model
field description

(1a)
Ts
U s , Vs

OCE to SURFEX
Sea surface temperature
Zonal and meridional sea surface current
SURFEX to OCE
Zonal and meridional wind stress
Non-solar net heat flux
Solar net heat flux
Near surface wind speed
Wind stress module
Evaporation
Liquid precipitation
Solid precipitation
Net water flux (Eq. 4)
Surface pressure
ICE to SURFEX
Sea-ice temperature
Sea-ice cover
Sea-ice albedo
SURFEX to ICE
Non solar net heat flux over sea ice
Solar net heat flux over sea ice
Sublimation
WAV to SURFEX
Significant wave height
Peak period
Charnock coefficient
Zonal and meridional sea surface current
SURFEX to WAV
Zonal and meridional 10 m wind speed
WAV to OCE
Significant wave height
Zonal and meridional surface Stokes drift
Zonal and meridional Stokes transport
Wave-induced Bernoulli head pressure
Zonal and meridional net wave supported stress
Zonal and meridional wave ocean momentum flux
Wave to ocean turbulent kinetic energy flux
Zonal and meridional wave boundary
layer momentum flux
Wave boundary layer turbulent kinetic energy flux
Root mean square amplitude of the orbital velocity
of the waves
OCE to WAV
Sea surface height
Zonal and meridional sea surface current
HYD to SURFEX
Water table depth
Grid-cell fraction of water rise
Flood plains fraction
Flood plains potential infiltration
SURFEX to HYD
Surface runoff
Deep drainage
Calving flux
Flood plains net upward water flux
HYD to OCE
Coastal runoff
Greenland calving
Antarctic calving

τu , τ v
Qns
Qsol
U
τ
E
PL
PS
Fwat
Psurf
(1b)
Tsice
Cice
αice
Qns
Qsol
Es
(2a)
HS
Tp
α
Us ,Vs
U10 , V10
(2b)
HS
USSX , USSY
TUSX , TUSY
BHD
TAWX , TAWy
TWOX , TWOY
FOC
TBBX , TBBY
FBB
UBR

SSH
Us , Vs
(3a)
WTD
CWTD
CFP
WFP
Rnf
Dr
FCALV
FWFP
(3b)
Dis
FCGR
FCAN
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Name in SURFEX namelist

CSEA_SST
CSEA_UCU, CSEA_VCU
CSEA_FWSU, CSEA_FWSV
CSEA_HEAT
CSEA_SNET
CSEA_WIND
CSEA_FWSM
CSEA_EVAP
CSEA_RAIN
CSEA_SNOW
CSEA_WATF
CSEA_PRES
CSEAICE_SIT
CSEAICE_CVR
CSEAICE_ALB
CSEAICE_HEAT
CSEAICE_SNET
CSEAICE_EVAP
CWAVE_HS
CWAVE_TP
CWAVE_CHA
CWAVE_UCU,CWAVE_VCU
CWAVE_U10, CWAVE_V10
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
CWTD
CFWTD
CFFLOOD
CPIFLOOD
CRUNOFF
CDRAIN
CCALVING
CSRCFLOOD
CRIVDIS
CCALVGRE
CCALVANT
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also used to define the vertical extent of the wave effects. All
the variables are sent from WAV to OCE through OASIS3MCT. In return, OCE sends to WAV (Fig. 1 (2b) – OCE to
WAV) the sea surface height (SSH) and the surface currents
(U s ).

fraction (CFP ) and the floodplain water mass flux to the land
surface reservoir (WFP ). Finally, CTRIP sends to the oceanic
model the discharges at the mouths of all rivers (Dis ).

3
2.4.3

Multi-model and multi-scale applications

HYD-SURFEX-OCE

Originally, several embedded couplings of SURFEX with
hydrological models were developed at CNRM, e.g. with the
Total Runoff Integrating Pathways (CTRIP) River Routing
Model at the global scale (Decharme et al., 2010), the MODCOU hydrogeological model over France (Habets et al.,
2008), and the TOPography based MODEL (TOPMODEL)
hydrological model at the mesoscale (Bouilloud et al., 2009).
As hydrological models are 2-D models with specific grids,
these implementations were hard-coded and based on specific grid types. In order to ease the upgrade of the hydrological model in these coupled configurations, it was decided
to implement the hydrological coupling in the standard coupling interface, using the CTRIP hydrological model as a reference.
Hydrological models are used to compute three processes:
groundwater dynamics, river runoffs and discharges to the
ocean. Some of the hydrological models, such as CTRIP, also
simulate floodplains. These processes are strongly coupled to
the land surface water and energy budget, and feedback to the
ocean. For this purpose, the CTRIP river routing model has
been coupled to SURFEX via OASIS3-MCT.
In SURFEX, the continental water and energy budgets are
computed using the ISBA scheme. The soil moisture and heat
vertical transports are explicitly solved using a multi-layer
scheme (Boone et al., 2000; Decharme et al., 2011). This
scheme has been validated over many local field datasets
(Boone et al., 2000; Habets et al., 2003; Decharme et al.,
2011) or regional studies (Decharme et al., 2013, 2016), improving confidence in the model’s ability to consistently represent a variety of environmental conditions in different climate regimes. It includes a comprehensive sub-grid hydrology to account for the heterogeneity of precipitation, topography and vegetation in each grid cell (Decharme and Douville 2006; Decharme et al., 2013).
SURFEX sends to CTRIP the surface runoff (Rnf ) and the
deep soil drainage (Dr ) calculated in ISBA, as well as the
freshwater flux to the atmosphere over floodplain open water
(FWFP , Decharme et al., 2012). The deep soil drainage represents the infiltration of water that is directly routed to the
ocean in the absence of groundwater in the grid cell.
Concerning the groundwater, CTRIP in turn sends to SURFEX the water table depth (WTD) of the groundwater, i.e. the
depth of the groundwater, and the grid-cell groundwater fraction (CWTD ). In other words, the WTD computed in CTRIP
acts as the lower boundary condition for the ISBA soil moisture diffusive equation (Vergnes et al., 2014). For the floodplains, CTRIP sends to SURFEX the floodplain grid-cell
Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 4207–4227, 2017

The new interface allows us to couple all atmospheric models
that integrate SURFEX to ocean, ice, hydrology, and wave
models, whatever the domain, resolution, and coupling time
step are. In this section, several examples of such coupled
models (Fig. 2) are presented to illustrate the capabilities of
the SURFEX standard coupling interface and to sample the
different types in terms of coupled components. They are
listed in Table 2, together with their domain size and integration duration and the SURFEX version used.
The CNRM-CM global climate model and its regional
counterpart, CNRM-RCSM, are updated versions of former
coupled climate modelling systems. This has allowed us to
validate the new coupling interface by comparing it to these
former coupled ATM-OCE systems. The regional version of
the climate model was also a technical test bed to check the
validity of the coupling in the case of limited-area models. In
the following, we thus illustrate first the global and regional
climate-scale applications using CNRM-CM and -RCSM,
and then new coupled systems based on the same interface
but using different domain sizes, and different ocean and atmospheric models and/or regions. These new systems were
developed to address various scientific questions mainly on
shorter timescales (from hours to days).
Table 2 also provides information on the relative computational cost of the components for the different coupled systems. In most cases, the ocean model uses less than 25 %
of the coupled system total number of cores. One exception
is the MESONH-NEMO Indian Ocean, for which the ocean
model uses about 40 % of the total cores. For this last case, it
should be stressed that no optimization regarding the balance
of the two model components was done; improving this balance using the lucia tool distributed with OASIS3-MCT_3.0
should enhance greatly the performance of the coupled system, as has been the case for the other coupled systems.
The relative cost of using OASIS3-MCT has not been systematically evaluated for all configurations presented here.
For example, the cost of OASIS3-MCT interpolations for the
CNRM-CM global climate model is evaluated to less than
2 % of the model elapsed time. The benefit of using OASIS3MCT instead of OASIS3 has not been precisely documented
for our configurations as it came with new component models with increased scalability running on a higher number of
cores. However, separate performance evaluation has shown
that OASIS3-MCT is much more efficient than the previous
sequential OASIS3 version. Figure 4 in Craig et al. (2017)
shows that the time for a back-and-forth coupling exchange
between a T799 grid (i.e. a global atmospheric gaussian reduced grid with 843 490 grid points) and an ORCA025 grid
www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/4207/2017/
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Table 2. List of model configurations implemented, with their domain size and their computational balance.
ATM model

OCE model

WAV or HYD
model

SURFEX
version

ARPEGE-Climat
ALADIN-Climat

NEMO-GELATO
NEMO MED

CTRIP (HYD)
CTRIP (HYD)

v8.0
v8.0

global
∼ 5000

AROME WMED
MESO-NH
MESO-NH
MESO-NH

NEMO WMED36
SYMPHONIE
NEMO Indian Ocean
MARS3D

v7.2
v7.3
v7.3
v7.3

∼ 2000
∼ 2000
∼ 1000
∼ 150

WAVEWATCH3
(WAV)

(i.e a tripolar grid with 1442 × 1021 grid points) is about
an order of magnitude smaller in OASIS3-MCT for a large
range of core counts.
As already stated, some groups have worked with different SURFEX versions since they were compelled to the version already used in their well-validated version of the atmospheric model (see Table 2).
3.1

The CNRM-CM6 global climate configuration

The CNRM-CM climate coupled model is designed to perform global atmosphere–ocean coupled integrations over
centuries to millennia and is used to address many scientific
questions related to the climate system. It is a state-of-the-art
climate model that participates in the CMIP model intercomparison project. The newly designed model, CNRM-CM6,
prepared for CMIP6, combines all the components pictured
in Fig. 1, except WAV. It is based on the ARPEGE-Climat v6
atmospheric model at about 140 km resolution using SURFEX v8.0, the NEMO v3.6 ocean model and the GELATO v6
sea-ice model, both at 1◦ nominal resolution, and the CTRIP
river routing model at 0.5◦ resolution. Figure 2a shows the
orography and bathymetry of the atmosphere and ocean models. All components are coupled through OASIS3-MCT every hour. Before assembling the whole coupled system, the
different components are tested in more constrained configurations. We illustrate in the following how the new coupling
interface allows us to analyse the coupling of the different
components step by step.
First, we assess the performance of the land surface model
alone (SURFEX) driven by atmospheric forcings provided
by Princeton University at 1◦ resolution (Sheffield et al.,
2006) over the period 1948–2010. Figure 3a shows the summer mean land surface evaporation averaged over the period (1980–2009). The zonal mean evaporation compares
relatively well with the observed estimate from Jung et
al. (2009). In this configuration, other variables can be assessed such as snow cover, soil temperature at specific sites in
terms of mean annual cycle and interannual variability. This
allows us to validate the intrinsic performance of the land
surface parameterizations.
www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/4207/2017/

Domain
size (km)

Integration
duration
centuries
decades to
centuries
days
days
hours to days
hours to days

ATM no.
of cores

OCE no.
of cores

HYD or WAV
no. of cores

384
240

127
21

1
1

96
1024
16
20

4
156
12
7

5

As a second step, we assess the performance of the whole
continental hydrologic system (SURFEX-CTRIP) by coupling SURFEX with the CTRIP river model using the same
atmospheric forcing. As described in Sect. 2.2.3, the surface
and groundwater reservoirs exchange water with the rivers.
From Fig. 3b, it can be seen that the coupling does not change
the realism of the evaporation flux.
As a third step, the full land surface hydrology system is
run online with the atmospheric model (ARPEGE-ClimatSURFEX-CTRIP) over the period 1978–2010. The land surface evaporation flux is impacted by the coupling with the
atmospheric model (Fig. 3c): the high-latitude evaporation is
overestimated due the radiative and precipitation biases of
the atmospheric model. However, the global evaporation pattern remains realistic.
Finally, the full CNRM-CM6 system has been integrated
over the period 1950–2010. In the full system, the simulated
land evaporation realism is similar to the atmospheric simulation (Fig. 3d to compare with Fig. 3c). Generally, the different components of the CNRM-CM6 system are extensively
validated against observations in terms of mean climate, variability at all timescales (from diurnal cycles to long-term
trends) in stand-alone integrations as well as in fully coupled
integrations.
3.2

CNRM-RCSM6 over the Mediterranean Sea
(ALADIN Climat-NEMOMED12-CTRIP)

RCSMs belong to the same family as the GCMs used in
the CMIP experiments, but have a higher resolution over a
limited-area domain. The new CNRM-RCSM6 version presented here is the limited-area counterpart of CNRM-CM6.
The ALADIN-Climate v6 atmosphere model is the regional
version of ARPEGE-Climate v6, and uses the same SURFEX v8.0 version. The resolution of the atmosphere grid is
about 12 km. The CTRIP model presented in Sect. 2.2.3 is
also included, with a 0.5◦ resolution. The ocean model is a
limited-area version of NEMO for the Mediterranean basin
(called NEMOMED12) at a resolution of about 6 km (1/12◦
grid; Beuvier et al., 2012; Hamon et al., 2016).
Figure 2b shows the land–sea mask and orography of
ALADIN-Climate and the bathymetry of NEMOMED12, as
Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 4207–4227, 2017
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Figure 2. Domains of the coupled systems: topography (green colours) and bathymetry (blue colours) of the respective models (a) CNRMCM6, (b) CNRM-RCSM6, (c) AROME-NEMO WMED, (d) MESONH-Symphonie over the western Mediterranean Sea, (e) MESONHNEMO over the south-eastern Indian Ocean, and (f) MESONH-MARS3D-WAVEWATCH3 (Ouessant).

well as the limits of the watersheds that drain into the Black
Sea (black contour) and into the Mediterranean Sea (red contour) and on which CTRIP is run. The atmosphere–ocean
coupling frequency is 1 h, so that the diurnal cycle of the
ocean sea surface temperature (SST) can be simulated. To

Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 4207–4227, 2017

assess the realism of the SST diurnal cycle simulated by the
model under present-day conditions, the model was run using reanalysis data at the lateral boundaries for the atmosphere and ocean components. ORAS4 is used as the Atlantic boundary condition for the ocean model (Balmaseda
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Figure 3. JJA mean land surface evaporation averaged over the period 1980–2009. In the zonal mean plot, the black line represents observationally derived data from Jung et al. (2009) averaged over 1982–2008, the red line the simulation.

et al., 2013) and the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Berrisford et
al., 2009) is used for the atmosphere. Spectral nudging is applied in addition over the inner atmospheric model domain
toward the ERA-Interim reanalysis. The solar penetration on
the upper ocean is prescribed using monthly mean maps of
chlorophyll-a concentration (Ocean Colour Climate Change
Initiative dataset, European Space Agency, available online
at http://www.esa-oceancolour-cci.org/).
The amplitude of the SST diurnal cycle simulated by the
model is compared to the Météo-France Lion buoy observations in the north-western Mediterranean over the 2009–
2013 period (Fig. 4). The amplitude of the diurnal cycle of
the SST is computed as the difference between the maximum
of the hourly mean SST, between 09:00 and 17:00 UTC, minus the minimum between 18:00 UTC the day before and
08:00 UTC. As a first estimation, we consider that we can
compare the SST of the buoy (at 1 m depth, grid point nearest to the buoy) to the SST of the model (temperature of the
1 m thick first layer). Only amplitudes above 0.1 ◦ C are kept,
and the results are split according to the season.
Considering that the model grid point cannot exactly reproduce the local buoy SST, these results show that CNRMRCSM6 represents a realistic diurnal cycle of the SST,

www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/4207/2017/

though more or less close to the observations according to
the season for the presented simulation with an overestimation in spring and summer and an underestimation in autumn.
They allow us to enlarge the study of the links between air–
sea flux representation and the diurnal cycle.
3.3

AROME-NEMO WMED

This application gives an example of the new coupling of
a NWP limited-area model to an ocean model over a fraction of its marine domain. The newly developed AROMENEMO coupled system aims at better representing the
ocean–atmosphere coupled processes at a fine scale and at
assessing the impact of the coupling on short-range forecast
of severe weather in the Mediterranean region.
This coupled system combines the NEMO ocean model
and the NWP system of Météo-France AROME which belongs to the common ARPEGE/ALADIN/AROME model
software suite. There is no ICE, no WAV and no HYD component. It is applied over the western Mediterranean Sea
(Fig. 2c) and involves, as an ATM model, the 2.5 km resolution AROME-WMED configuration (Fourrié et al., 2015)
in version cy38t1. Its surface scheme is SURFEX v7.2. The
Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 4207–4227, 2017
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(b)

AMJ

Mean model = 1.0
Mean buoy = 0.8
Std model = 0.7
Std buoy = 0.5
Cor = 0.7
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(d)
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Mean model = 0.3
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Std model = 0.2
Std buoy = 0.5
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Figure 4. Amplitude in ◦ C of the 2009–2013 SST diurnal cycle for
the Lion buoy (x-axis) and the model simulation (y-axis), according
to the season: (a) JFM, (b) AMJ, (c) JAS and (d) OND. Only values
above 0.1◦ are kept. Mean values and standard deviations are given
for each season, as well as the daily temporal correlation.

OCE model is NEMO v3.2 in the WMED36 configuration
(1/36◦ resolution; Lebeaupin Brossier et al., 2014). The coupling impact is shown for Intense Observation Periods (IOPs)
13 and 16b of HyMeX (Ducrocq et al., 2014). For the coupled experiment, called CPL, the ATM initial and lateral
boundary conditions come each day, respectively, from the
AROME-WMED analysis at 00:00 UTC and from the 10 km
resolution ARPEGE operational forecasts. The OCE initial
conditions come from a former ocean-only WMED36 simulation and the PSY2V4R4 analyses (Lellouche et al., 2013)
are used as open-boundary conditions. CPL runs for a 48 h
range each day starting at 00:00 UTC, with OCE restarted
each time from the previous run (t0 + 24 h of the previous
day). The coupling frequency is 1 h and the interpolation
method is bilinear. The Atlantic Ocean, the Adriatic Sea and
the western Ionian Sea are uncoupled (grey zones in Fig. 2c).
CPL is compared to an atmosphere-only simulation called
ARO, with the same ATM and SST initial fields as CPL, but
with the SST not evolving during the run.
Figure 5 compares CPL and ARO at the Lion buoy location (4.7◦ E, 42.1◦ N) along with the forecasts starting at
00:00 UTC on 12 and 13 October 2012 (IOP13) and on 26
and 27 October 2012 (IOP16b). The time evolution of SST
in CPL follows the observed evolution well, with a cooling in response to the abrupt wind speed increase during
IOP16b of about 2.5 ◦ C compared to 3.5 ◦ C in the observations (Fig. 5b). The SST from ARO is constant and thus overestimated and, as a consequence, the latent heat flux (LE) is
Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 4207–4227, 2017

larger by more than 150 W m−2 (∼ 15 %) on 28 October. The
differences for IOP13 are weaker on average (Fig. 5a). Some
differences are seen for the precipitation rate on 14 and 26
October. The low-level wind and temperature are close in the
two experiments and in agreement with observations, especially for short-range (0–24 h) forecasts. So, the impact of
the interactive coupled ocean can be significant for intense
weather situations with abrupt changes in the wind speed
and/or in the surface fluxes, especially for longer-term forecasts (24–48 h; Rainaud et al., 2017). Further investigations
are ongoing to evaluate the coupled processes’ impact on
other case studies.
3.4

MESONH-SYMPHONIE

This example and the following one represent applications
of the coupling interface between the MESONH research atmospheric model and various OCE models. The MESONHSYMPHONIE coupled system was developed to investigate
the role of air–sea interactions in the regional and coastal hydrodynamics of the north-western Mediterranean.
For this application, the coupled system was used at
high resolution: 2.5 km for the MESONH v5.2 convectionpermitting atmospheric model with SURFEX v7.3 and 1 km
for the SYMPHONIE eddy-resolving ocean model. As
shown in Fig. 2d, the atmospheric numerical domain is wider
than the oceanic domain. Outside the oceanic domain (grey
marine zones in Fig. 2d), fluxes are classically computed using OSTIA SST analysis (Donlon et al., 2012) at a spatial
resolution of 6 km. In the coupled simulation (CPL), the coupling frequency is set to 600 s and a bilinear interpolation is
used. The uncoupled ocean-only simulation (UNCPL) is a
twin experiment in which air–sea fluxes are everywhere computed from OSTIA SST and provided to the ocean model
at the same frequency and with the same interpolation as in
the coupled simulation. The initial state is obtained by interpolation of a low-resolution coupled simulation described in
Seyfried et al. (2017).
The impact of air–sea coupling on the heat-flux budget
was carefully examined by comparing coupled and uncoupled simulations in the context of HyMeX. Figure 6 illustrates the results obtained with a 5-day simulation focusing
on HyMeX IOPs 16a (25–27 October, southern wind and
heavy precipitation over the French coasts) and 16b (27–
29 October, strong northerly wind). From IOPs 16a to 16b,
the veering and intensification of the wind led to a strong
increase in the non-solar heat flux over the Gulf of Lion.
The OSTIA SSTs of the UNCPL simulation are very smooth
and do not capture the mesoscale and sub-mesoscale oceanic
structures (fronts, eddies, filaments) present in the CPL simulation. These oceanic structures significantly influence the
spatial distribution of the flux. Furthermore, the results obtained for IOP 16b suggest that the lack of coupling leads
to a strong overestimation of the heat flux in an area which
is critical for the pre-conditioning of deep ocean convection
www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/4207/2017/
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Figure 5. Time series of wind (first row), temperature at the first atmospheric level (second row), surface precipitation rate (third row), latent
heat flux (fourth row) and SST (fifth row) at the LION buoy in CPL (red line) and ARO (black line) during (a) IOP13 (forecasts of 12 October
2012) and (b) IOP16b (forecasts of 26 and 27 October 2012), compared to in situ observations when available.

(Marshall and Schott, 1999). Further investigations are going
on to better understand the role of the coupling in the frontal
dynamics and to study its impact on ocean stratification and
later evolution of convection.
3.5

MESONH-NEMO Indian Ocean

The MESONH-NEMO coupled system aims at better understanding and representing mesoscale ocean–atmosphere coupled processes over the Indian Ocean, with a particular focus on their role in tropical cyclone development and air–sea
fluxes in extreme wind conditions.
This coupled system combines MESONH v5.1.4, integrating SURFEX v7.3 and NEMO v3.6. There is no ICE, no
WAV, and no HYD component. The horizontal resolution of
MESONH is 8 km and NEMO uses a 1/12◦ resolution grid
(i.e. around 9 km horizontal resolution; Fig. 2e). Initial atmospheric conditions come from the AROME-INDIEN analysis
(a research version of AROME over the south-western Indian Ocean), atmospheric lateral boundary conditions from
ECMWF analyses, and initial and boundary conditions for
the ocean from the PSY4V2R2 analysis from CMEMS (E.U.
Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service).
Two simulations of tropical cyclone Bejisa, which passed
very close to La Reunion island between 1 and 3 January
2014, are performed: a reference simulation, called NOCPL,
in which only the atmospheric model is run, and a second
one, called CPL, in which the coupled system is run with a
1 h coupling frequency. The simulated trajectory of Bejisa is
www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/4207/2017/

quite similar in both simulations and very close to the best
track at all times (not shown). This is consistent with the fact
that the tropical cyclone trajectory is mainly driven by the
large-scale dynamics. However, there are differences in the
simulation of the microphysical structure of the cyclone, as
illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows the integrated total water
content (ITWC in millimetres) after 18 h and 30 h of simulations for the two simulations. After 30 h, both the region of
maximum ITWC and its intensity are different. This is still
ongoing work, the next step being to increase the horizontal
resolution for the atmosphere to resolve explicitly the microphysics and to study in more detail the impact of the oceanic
coupling on the microphysical structure of tropical cyclones.
3.6

MESONH-MARS3D-WAVEWATCH III

This application implements the coupling interface for
both an ocean model and a wave model. The MESONHMARS3D-WW3 (M2W) coupled system aims at studying
the ocean–atmosphere–wave interactions at very fine horizontal scales (from 100 m to a few kilometres). Here the focus is over the Iroise Sea, which is characterized by a strong
tidal current named Fromveur with an intensity of up to
2 m s−1 , an intense SST seasonal front from April to October named the Ushant Front and waves coming with a large
fetch.
The M2W system couples the MESONH atmospheric
model, the MARS3D (Model for Application at Regional
Scale) oceanic model and the WAVEWATCH III (hereafter
Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 4207–4227, 2017
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Figure 6. Spatial distribution of non-solar heat flux (Qns, W m−2 ) and SST in black contours (contour interval of 0.5 ◦ C) averaged over
IOP16a (left) and IOP16b (right) for UNCPL simulation (a, b), CPL simulation (c, d) and the difference between CPL and UNCPL (e, f).

WW3) wave model (Tolman, 2002, 2009). The three models
cover almost the same spatial area (Fig. 2f). The horizontal resolution of MESONH is 2 km and its initial conditions
are provided by AROME operational analyses. MARS3D is
run with a horizontal resolution of 500 m and its initial and
boundary conditions come from coastal operational oceanography system Prévimer (Lazure et al., 2009) using the 2.5 km
Bay of Biscay configuration. WW3 is used with a spatial
resolution of about 1.5 km and its spectral resolution corresponds to 32 frequencies ranging from 0.0373 to 0.7159 Hz
and 24 points for the propagation direction (every 15◦ ). At
open boundaries, WW3 is forced by 3-hourly energy spectra from the HOMERE hindcast database (Boudière et al.,
2013). The atmospheric roughness length is estimated from
the Charnock parameter supplied by WW3 (Eq. 9). The coupling frequency between the three models is 100 s.
The M2W simulation is performed over a 24 h period starting on 2 September 2011 at 00:00 UTC. Figure 8 shows an
example of the impact of the ocean dynamics and of the sea
state on the wind stress. On 2 September 2011 at 09:00 UTC,
winds are moderate. In the M2W simulation, the wind stress
is largely driven by the mesoscale and sub-mesoscale dynamics of the Ushant Front, through the sea surface temper-
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ature (Fig. 8a) and the surface roughness (Fig. 8b). The wind
stress weakens when air blows from warm to cold sea surface
temperature regions (Fig. 8a). The roughness length is larger
where the wind maintains a young wind sea and in the Channel (Fig. 8b). The wave impact is illustrated by comparing the
fully coupled ocean–atmosphere–wave system (M2W) to the
MESONH-MARS coupled system (M2, without WAV coupling). In this latter case, the roughness length depends on
the wind only. Both the differences in the wind (Fig. 8c) and
the roughness length (Fig. 8d) show a clear dependence on
the wind sea representation where the wind is stronger, triggering a wind sea growth, and around the islands. Further
investigations are ongoing to better parameterize the wave
effect on the momentum flux, including the evaluation of
the second approach implemented in SURFEX described in
Sect. 2.4.2.
4

Conclusions and perspectives

The SURFEX platform considers various surface properties
using sophisticated parameterizations and provides the surface fluxes of heat, water, momentum and carbon to the
atmosphere. As it can be used in stand-alone mode but
www.geosci-model-dev.net/10/4207/2017/
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Figure 7. Total integrated water content in millimetres after 18 h
(a, c) and 30 h (b, d) of simulation, respectively. The top panels (a, b) show results for the non-coupled system (NOCPL, i.e
atmosphere-only) and the bottom panels (c, d) show results for the
coupled system (CPL).

also integrated in many atmospheric models, this platform
can be used for various kinds of applications – from academic simulations to numerical weather forecast and climate projections – and over a wide range of spatial scales
and resolutions, from local sites to global climate model
scales. A quite generic interface with OASIS3-MCT was implemented in SURFEX to allow the coupling of this surface model to physically elaborated hydrological, ocean/seaice and wave models. The standard coupling interface with
OASIS3-MCT is now part of version 8.0 of SURFEX for
ocean/sea-ice/hydrology coupling. The coupling with wave
models will be available with version 8.1.
One of the strengths of this approach is that all atmospheric models using SURFEX share the ability to be
coupled with ocean/wave/hydrological models. As shown
in Sect. 3, this standard interface has already been successfully used with several atmospheric and ocean models for diverse purposes. Indeed, the six coupled systems
presented here show a wide panel of applications using
SURFEX and OASIS3-MCT, in terms of spatial resolution (from 500 m to 100 km in the ocean and from 2.5 to
140 km in the atmosphere), and in terms of scientific objectives: climate projections (CNRM-CM6), regional climate studies (CNRM-RCSM6), weather forecasts (AROMENEMO WMED), ocean–atmosphere interaction and extreme
events (MESONH-Symphonie and MESONH-NEMO Indian Ocean), and very fine-scale processes (MESONHMARS3D-WW3).
The inclusion of the coupling interface in SURFEX also
presents several advantages. First, sharing a standard couwww.geosci-model-dev.net/10/4207/2017/
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pling interface favours the scientific collaboration between
SURFEX users, and so any future development will be readily available to all SURFEX users. In addition, any new development in SURFEX is easily integrable and testable in a
coupled system. This is of particular interest to test surface
flux parameterizations which are critical physical schemes in
coupled mode. But, most of all, the coupling interface with
OASIS3-MCT associated with the rich surface physics included in SURFEX constitutes a very flexible and advanced
numerical tool to build integrated systems, to evaluate the exchanges at each interface, and thus to fully study the water,
heat and carbon cycles.
The chosen coupling strategy using the OASIS3-MCT
coupler permits us to minimize modifications in the existing codes and imposes finally only the maintenance of the
few coupling interface sources in SURFEX. Running multiple executables concurrently may not always be optimal,
in particular for components sequentially coupled. The applications described here show that the computational cost
of the OASIS3-MCT interface is negligible compared to the
cost of the individual model components. Additionally, the
computational cost of the atmospheric component represents
more than 55 % of the total coupled model cost in all applications presented here. This ratio is even greater than
80 % for CNRM-CM, CNRM-RCSM, AROME-NEMO and
MESONH-SYMPHONIE, meaning that the computational
cost of atmospheric applications is not severely impacted by
the coupling in these cases. This is a crucial point in the perspective of high-resolution coupled numerical weather prediction systems.
The SURFEX-OASIS interface provides a large flexibility
for coupling in terms of number or kinds of involved models
or in terms of scales, resolutions and domains. This greatly
facilitates the development of new coupled systems, even if
caution must always be taken. For example, even if there is
no specific work to be done for the coupling in itself, changing the region for limited-area coupled systems necessitates
adaptation of each component and careful definition of the
corresponding grids and masks for OASIS3-MCT (as mentioned in Sect. 2.3). Also, the OASIS3-MCT namelist (namcouple) must always be carefully edited by the user, notably
for the exchange field names and for the interpolation methods.
Finally, the ability of SURFEX to run in stand-alone mode
(driven by atmospheric forcings) offers new opportunities for
model evaluation. Ocean models are usually run either forced
by fluxes or forced by near-surface atmospheric fields. In the
last case, bulk formulae are embedded in the ocean code to
calculate turbulent fluxes. The comparison with coupled runs
is not straightforward in this case as bulk formulae used in
the ocean code are not the same as those used in the coupled
system. Using SURFEX on top of the ocean model in forced
mode would resolve this issue as the fluxes would be calculated in SURFEX with the exact method used in coupled
mode. A SURFEX-OCE-HYD configuration also allows us
Geosci. Model Dev., 10, 4207–4227, 2017
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Figure 8. (a) Wind stress module (colour) and vector (arrows) (atmospheric sign convention), and SST (white contours with 0.5 ◦ C interval)
simulated by M2W. (b) Roughness length (colour) and SST (white contours with 0.5 ◦ C interval) simulated by M2W. (c) Differences of the
wind stress module (colour) and vector (arrows) when simulated by M2W versus M2. (d) Differences of the roughness length (colour) and
the SST (black contours with 0.5 ◦ C interval) simulated by M2W versus M2. All fields are shown at 09:00 UTC, 2 h after high tide.

to run the whole surface hydrological water cycle forced by
an atmospheric observed forcing.
It is often hard to clearly isolate the pure coupling effect in
existing applications, and it is not the purpose of this paper.
In most cases, comparison of coupled and uncoupled simulations rather shows the benefit of using a more detailed
SST field in terms of space and time variations than the pure
coupling effect. Nevertheless, for operational purposes, coupled models appear to be very promising tools able to represent and take into account the rapid SST evolution in coherence (balance) with the atmosphere. It actually compensates
for the general lack of observations of the sea surface, even
greater in severe weather situations, related to the too few in
situ data over the ocean and to the larger number of missing
satellite observations in cloudy situations.
Similarly for climate studies, long-term simulations have
to be run including the ocean and sea-ice components. The
main question is rather to assess whether model performances are not greatly altered by the coupling, keeping in
mind that introducing the coupling is a step towards a more
physical representation of the mixed layers in both the ocean
and atmospheric systems.
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Some improvements of the coupling interface are planned
in the near future. First, new coupling fields should be introduced, such as ocean salinity, which has an impact on water
fluxes, marine aerosol emission and carbon concentration to
close the global carbon cycle. Adding a new coupling field
is straightforward as the developer only needs to define the
new variable and to add the action of receiving (or sending)
the field. The way currents interact with the momentum budget also has to be improved. The physical representations of
some key processes, such as the wave effect into the surface
atmospheric boundary layer or the interactions between sea
ice and waves, require further investigations.
The question of the two-way nesting in the component
models was not addressed during the implementation, while
this possibility is proposed by several models presented here
(NEMO with AGRIF or MESONH) and opens great perspectives for the study of coupled processes. Several developments must be undertaken before using the coupling interface
with grid nesting, notably to manage with OASIS3-MCT the
use of several domains within one executable.
Finally, there is also a need to work on coupled model initialization techniques. Indeed, the initial (and lateral boundary) conditions generally arise from uncoupled systems that
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may lead to inconsistencies near the interface and could necessitate an adjustment period at the beginning of coupled
simulation. Even if, in atmospheric and oceanic models, assimilation methods are at a rather mature stage, this is a new
research field for coupled models (Laloyaux et al., 2016).

Code availability. The OASIS3-MCT-SURFEX interface is available in version 8 of SURFEX (http://www.cnrm-game-meteo.fr/
surfex). The SURFEX code is freely available (Open-SURFEX) using a CECILL-C Licence (a French equivalent of the L-GPL licence; http://www.cecill.info/licences/Licence_CeCILL-C_V1-en.
txt), excepted for the gaussian grid, the LFI and FA I/O formats, and the dr HOOK tool. OASIS3-MCT can be downloaded
at https://verc.enes.org/oasis/download. The public may copy, distribute, use, prepare derivative works and publicly display OASIS3MCT under the terms of the Lesser GNU General Public License (LGPL) as published by the Free Software Foundation, provided that this notice and any statement of authorship are reproduced on all copies. The NEMO model can be downloaded at
http://www.nemo-ocean.eu/ after a user registration on the NEMO
website, the NEMOMED12 configuration is available on request to
thomas.arsouze@ensta-paristech.fr, and NEMO-WMED36 is available on request to cindy.lebeaupin-brossier@meteo.fr. The SYMPHONIE model can be downloaded at http://sirocco.omp.obs-mip.
fr/ after a user registration on request to sirocco@aero.obs-mip.fr.
The use of MARS3D model requires a license agreement (contact on the website). Once registered on the MARS3D website,
users can access the USHANT configuration on request to valerie.garnier@ifremer.fr. MESONH is freely available under the
CeCILL-C licence agreement. Version 5.3 includes SURFEX v8_0
and thus the coupling interface with OASIS3-MCT (for ocean/seaice/hydrology). MESONH can be downloaded at http://mesonh.
aero.obs-mip.fr/mesonh53/. WW3 is distributed under an opensource style license through a password-protected distribution site
at http://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/waves/wavewatch/. ARPEGE, ALADIN and AROME are not available in open source. ARPEGEClimate is available to registered users for research purposes only.
Outputs from all models discussed here are available on request to
the authors.
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